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DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20340-

S-28,103/PAG-TA OCT 291993 
TO: Commander 

United States Army Foreign Intelligence Command 
ATTN: IAFIC-DO .... I -----------,1 SG1 I 
Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755 

SUBJECT: STAR GATE Project (93-210-0) (S} 

Reference: Discussions between Chief, Technology Assessment 
and Support Activity and CDR and DO, USAFIC; 20 Oct 93, sab. 

1. (S/NF/SG/LIMDIS} Per discussions of 20 October 1993, project 
results are forwarded for your action as deemed appropriate. 
Follow-on tasking has been initiated to obtain further data. 
Results from this follow-on effort will be provided NLT 
5 November 1993. 

2. (U) Request that the enclosed project evaluation feedback 
sheet be completed and returned for inclusion in Activity project 
files. 

3. (S/NF} This Activity looks forward to working with the USAFIC 
in future projects. 

4 • (U) The undersigned is the Project POC. He can be reached at 

I 
2. Enclosures 
1. Data Summaries 

(S/NF/SG/LIMDIS) 1 Cy 
2. Evaluation Feedback 

(U) 1 Cy 

cc: 
DIA/PAG 

REPRODUCTION REQUIRES 
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interior of the vessel. An object is lifted straight up and out 
of the vessel's interior; then it stops and changes angle once it 
is above the smallest opening (see enclosure le). 

This structure is associated with directed energetics 
of some sort. Large, circular fields or rings of energy are 
projected out at an extremely fast rate from the smallest 
opening. They are reminiscent of "visible light" rings of donut
shaped white energy. Enclosures le-lg, depict an angle apparatus 
which telescopes up out of the interior of the vessel and then 
spreads out. 

The diagram at (enclosure lg) depicts what is formed 
by the structure on the vessel. It is perceived to be some sort 
of energy "ring" that is formed around the vessel. The radius is 
in the tens or hundreds of miles range (60 and 100) are important 
for some reason. This ring, perceptually forms a white "fog", 
"noise" or "mist" around the vessel. It creates an inference 
which blocks something. The energetics are perceived to pulsate 
back and forth; it creates an interference but also "senses" at 
the same time. 

There are a number of long, black tubes or cylinders 
wrapped in green and stacked width-wise within the hold area. 
They are stacked in groups of three with the upper tube having a 
larger diameter than the two lower tubes. These tubes are 
perceived to be "components" of some kind of "system". These 
tubes or cylinders are moved from a horizontal orientation to 
that of a vertical one. Then they are placed within a larger, 
hollow tube and lifted upwards. 

Other concepts associated with the general target but 
not necessarily related to one another are: 

Someone is perceived saying "You're hurtin me. 
Your hurting me". 

The smell of dried fish or squid and "birds 
singing". 

Some sort of relationship to the term "Syrian". 

The smell of oil. 
"""ti,"' 

A spring-like object slowing uncoiling and 
recoiling (enclosure la). 
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